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Why De-carbonization & Hitachi’s focus

Need for a Greener Economy
Ø Business as usual is no more a possibility else we will need
more earths to live in if we continue in the same model
Ø Climate change affects everything from geopolitics to economies
to migration. It shapes cities, life expectancies . And the world
we leave for the generations ahead
Ø EU aims to be climate –neutral by 2050. Economy with net
zero green house emissions
Ø Forcing companies to act and change
Ø Decarbonization is no more a choice but a must do for
organizations
Ø And to top it all there is a Positive economic case for
decarbonisation already today. Lesser fossil fuel usage is
resulting in lower total cost of ownership. Ex: Higher energy
efficiency of electric vehicles, a lower lifetime maintenance cost,
and continuously decreasing battery prices.

Hitachi’s Vision for a Sustainable Global Future
Hitachi’s Environmental Vision
Hitachi’s environmental vision is to
pass on a prosperous planet to future
generations. Actively contributing to a
net zero society is key to achieving
that vision.

Our Targets

100%

Carbon neutral from our
own operations by 2030

100%

Carbon neutral across our
entire value chain by 2050

Our ambition is to become a climate
change innovator by helping
governments, cities and companies
to cut carbon. The breadth of Hitachi
allows us to combine information
technology, operational know how
and physical products to tackle
climate change - and ultimately
improve people's quality of life. We
are applying that same innovation to
our own business to contribute to a
Net Zero society.
Alistair Dormer
Chief Environmental Officer and
Executive Vice President
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How are we addressing this challenge
Main causes for CO2 emissions
Power and Heat
Generation

Industry

Mobility

30%

30%

19%

Forestry and
other land use

14%

Others

7%

Ø Automotive transportation is going through a revolution, advanced electronics is enabling electrification of
complex machines and increasing automation, safety, comfort and convenience.

Ø Mobility is a core business priority for Hitachi
Hitachi – a $100bn innovator

CONFIDENTIAL

803

Companies

295,000+
people

$3bn
R&D
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How ZeroCarbon builds on this legacy of incubation and innovation
RENEWABLE
ENERGY

SMART CITIES
& BUILDINGS

Achieving a sustainable society through improving
Quality of Life & adding values for customers
GREEN
HYDROGEN

MOBILITY AS
A SERVICE

ELECTRIC
MARINE
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SMART
FACTORIES

INTELLIGENT FLEET
DECARBONISATION

ELECTRIC &
BATTERY TRAINS

How is Hitachi Addressing this change

Step1 - Identify complexity are we solving

Utilization of EV & Infrastructure
Operations

Governments

DATA

Vehicle OEM Infrastructure OEM

Maintenance

Civil works

Driver

Technology companies

Financing
Battery as a service

RELATIONSHIPS

Regulation

Flexibility at the optimal cost
Seamless
transition to
Zero
emission
mobility
COST
OPTIMIZATION

TECHNOLOGY

Battery

Grid optimization

Charging

Renewable Energy
BESS

Energy Arbitrage

Energy
ENERGY

2nd Party charging
V2G/V2B

Software and Digitalization

Range

Telematics

The buying and operational landscape has changed

Paradigm shift:
from vehicle to system procurement.
Procuring electric machines and fleet
implies a paradigm shift to consider the
procurement of a whole system, i.e.
vehicle – infrastructure – digital services
and operation, rather than the vehicle in
isolation.

How do we support and enable Fleet operators through
and beyond the transition to Net Zero

Address all the operational, financial and technological
risks and uncertainties

Ensure depots, fleet and infrastructure is managed in an
efficient and optimized total cost of operation

Step2 – Provide customers with a holistic solution with TCO at its core
€€€
Monetizing your EV

Maintenance

Charging

Operational

Network

BESS

Utilisation
Hitachi ZeroCarbon

Solar

Modular architecture to build the perfect
customer centric proposition

FMS/Telematics
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Hitachi e-Partnership - our service portfolio
e-Plan

Energy & Decarbonization
transition planning

e-Finance

Flexible financing options

e-Deploy

Electric vehicle
provision

Grid connection
and charging
infrastructure

Depot, Opportunity
and
flash charging

e-Manage

Route scheduling
and planning

Fleet and depot
smart energy
management

Fleet telematics

Second-party
charging

Power storage
and sale

Battery 2nd Life

On-site renewable
generation

e-Max
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How do we enable the vision for our customers

What technology is needed?

How should we adapt our
processes?

How should we prepare our
people?

Vehicles and battery

Scheduling and Planning

Changes to roles and
responsibilities

Asset maintenance

Charging and grid connection
£

Smart controls and optimisation

What is the
business case?
How can the
transition be
managed?

£

Changes to the way the
fleet is operated

CAPEX and OPEX
investment and return

Data analytics and
strategic insights

Legal and compliance

New liabilities: taxes and
tolls

Project management

New revenue streams

Step 3 – Digital Innovation
End-to-end Hardware
solution
Renewable
Power
Generation

Grid
Connection

Energie
Storage

Charging Infrastructure

Battery

Electric Bus

End-to-end Software
solution
Energy Management
- Optimising the energy supply

Smart Charging
–

Optimized Charge profile and Charger
Utilization

–

Charging prioritization based on planned
vehicle use.

–

Preconditioning based on next start of
vehicle shift

–

Forecasting of ranges, energy
consumption and demand

–

Parking space and charging station
allocation

- Monitoring the electrical system in the depot
- Grid power
- Energy prices
- Building load
- Solar irradiance
- Energy Storage SoC
- Energy retail and services

Bus telematics

Planning & forecasting
- Route, Fleet and Crew
Planning and Scheduling

Battery health and
Diagnostics
Fleet Optimization

Driver behaviour

2nd & 3rd party charging
- Booking
- Billing and payment

Hitachi Lumada ZeroCarbon Cloud
End-to-end Service
solution

Transition planning/TCO

Implementation

Operational optimization

Maintenance & Service

Financing / As a service

–

Optimized Fleet Utilisation

–

Fleet Reliabilty

Depot Management
- Cleaning schedule
- Vehicle service schedule

Site/ Depot View

Asset View

The system provides a drilldown into the asset where you can view
all asset level details including vehicle diagnostics

Chargepoint & Energy Management
Through integration with the energy Grid API our energy dashboard provides generation breakdown both live and forecasted data.

Where available, view
the carbon intensity
forecast and compare
it with actual, allowing
informed decisions to
be made around
vehicle charging.

View the carbon impact
of your charging activity
and monitor the carbon
savings versus
combustion engine
Ebusco Model 3
vehicles.

Manage the charging of individual vehicles,
groups and fleets by creating schedules that
consider routines such as departure time, target
state of charge and, through integration with
telematics providers, live vehicle state of
charge.
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Lessons Learnt from projects executed

Key Challenges to address while taking on the digital journey

Disconnected Environment and businesses

Business Transformational challenge

•
•
•
•

• People don’t like changes

Organisations don’t want to move outside comfort zones
Machines are not connected
Every mode of transport functions differently
Data challenges with legacy systems

• How do we ensure technology adoption and embrace

Data sits in Silos
• Data sits in a highly heterogeneous environment, a large
variety of machine types and OEMs that speak proprietary
protocols (OT Data Silos)
• Data from different departments across telematics, asset
information, planning, repair shops, to insurance sits in its
own databases (IT Data Silos)

Difficult to Calculate ROI
• Most IoT projects failed due to lack of understanding of OT
business drivers and focus too much on technologies
• 88% of survey respondents list “Uncertain ROI” as the
largest only non-technical barrier

Cross pollination of knowledge between various Hitachi
Business is our key to a success solution
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